Why is West of Shetland the UK’s final frontier for oil and
gas growth?
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Why are we interested in West of Shetland?
Still a core region for Majors and large
caps

Giant fields: Clair (BP), Schiehallion (BP),
Laggan/Tormore (Total)

Under explored:
high-impact wells planned

Big M&A deals

Shetland
Islands

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Substantial growth potential
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Majors are divesting elsewhere in the UK, but not West of Shetland
WoS assets are competitive in a global portfolio.

WoS proportion of
UK total

Remaining NPV
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Remaining liquids
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Remaining gas

16%
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20%

39%

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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West of Shetland is the only UK sector with sustained production growth
as far as 2025
A small group of existing fields drives that growth. And there is risk…

West of Shetland production by field
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Risk to planned growth: more than half of WoS production from 2025 is
yet to be sanctioned
Strict control of planning and execution needed to bring projects onstream.
West of Shetland production by PRMS* category
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Although bigger, future West of Shetland projects also have relatively
high break evens
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Other UK average reserves: 42 mmboe
WoS average reserves: 217 mmboe
WoS
2020

Other UK

2021
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Growth through exploration: WoS is underexplored compared to the rest
of the UK and high impact drilling is on the horizon
Exploration and appraisal wells to watch

Lyon (1.4 tcf est)
2019

Lyon could unlock more than 300 bcf of
discovered gas resource by adding an
export route from the north.

Blackrock
Q2 2019

Cambo
(appraisal)
Completed

Cambo and Blackrock would also add
infrastructure, bringing smaller WoS
prospects into play.
Source: Wood Mackenzie
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So how do you get a piece of the West of Shetland action?
Companies looking to farm down on existing assets and licences could open the door.
High interest WoS licences
Partners with >50%
unlicensed block

Possible stakes available in key assets
Clair
Chevron 19.4%
ConocoPhillips 7.5%
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PE has funds and
looking for growth
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Companies will likely want to farm
down before exploration and/or
development.
Source: Wood Mackenzie, ESRI
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Hurricane Energy’s fractured basement play could be a game changer
with almost 3 bnboe of contingent resources

Lancaster EPS targeting 37-62 mmboe – but the potential prize is massive.
Lancaster
In place volumes

2.3 bnboe

Reserves (EPS)

37-62 mmboe

Contingent resources

486 mmboe

Wider fractured basement play
In place volumes
Reserves (Lancaster EPS)
Contingent resources

12.4 bnboe
37-62 mmboe
2.8 bnboe

Lancaster

Cash flow from the Lancaster EPS will be useful. But
fracture flow tests are key if Hurricane is to succeed
with its fractured basement play.

Clair and Cambo also have underlying fractured basement
prospects, which could provide material upside.
Source: Wood Mackenzie, ESRI
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But perhaps there can be growth in the UK after West of Shetland…
The WoS is helping to expand the UK “thematically” as well as geographically.
West of Scotland licences awarded in UK 29th
offshore licensing round
ExxonMobil and Shell have already
acquired acreage
Genuine UK frontier region. OGA estimates
500 mmbbl oil and 1.5 tcf gas
Wave heights have been recorded at more
than 29 metres

Water depths >1,000 metres

Source: Wood Mackenzie, ESRI
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Disclaimer
Strictly Private & Confidential


These materials, including any updates to them, are published by and remain subject to the copyright of the Wood Mackenzie group ("Wood
Mackenzie"), and are made available to clients of Wood Mackenzie under terms agreed between Wood Mackenzie and those clients. The use of
these materials is governed by the terms and conditions of the agreement under which they were provided. The content and conclusions contained
are confidential and may not be disclosed to any other person without Wood Mackenzie's prior written permission. Wood Mackenzie makes no
warranty or representation about the accuracy or completeness of the information and data contained in these materials, which are provided 'as is'.
The opinions expressed in these materials are those of Wood Mackenzie, and nothing contained in them constitutes an offer to buy or to sell
securities, or investment advice. Wood Mackenzie's products do not provide a comprehensive analysis of the financial position or prospects of any
company or entity and nothing in any such product should be taken as comment regarding the value of the securities of any entity. If,
notwithstanding the foregoing, you or any other person relies upon these materials in any way, Wood Mackenzie does not accept, and hereby
disclaims to the extent permitted by law, all liability for any loss and damage suffered arising in connection with such reliance.
Copyright © 2018, Wood Mackenzie Limited. All rights reserved. Wood Mackenzie is a Verisk business.
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+44 131 243 4400
+1 713 470 1600
+65 6518 0800
contactus@woodmac.com
www.woodmac.com

Wood Mackenzie™, a Verisk business, is a trusted intelligence provider, empowering decision-makers with unique insight
on the world’s natural resources. We are a leading research and consultancy business for the global energy, power and
renewables, subsurface, chemicals, and metals and mining industries. For more information visit: woodmac.com
WOOD MACKENZIE is a trademark of Wood Mackenzie Limited and is the subject of trademark registrations and/or
applications in the European Community, the USA and other countries around the world.
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